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Deep electronic gap levels induced by isovalent P and As impurities in GaN

T. Mattila* and Alex Zunger†

National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, Colorado 80401
~Received 30 January 1998!

The electronic and atomic structure of isovalent substitutional P and As impurities in GaN is studied
theoretically using a self-consistent plane-wave pseudopotential method. In contrast with the conventional
isovalent III-V systems, GaNI :P and GaNI :As are shown to exhibitdeepgap levels. The calculated donor
energies aree(1/0)5ev10.22 andev10.41 eV, respectively, and the double donor energies aree(11/
1)5ev10.09 andev10.24 eV, respectively. Thep-like gap wave function is found to be strongly localized
on the impurity site. Outward atomic relaxations of;13% and;15% are calculated for the nearest-neighbor
Ga atoms surrounding neutral GaNI :P0 and GaNI :As0, respectively. The relaxation increases by;1% for the
positively charged impurities. The impurity-bound exciton binding energy is calculated atEb50.22 andEb

50.41 eV for GaNI :P and GaNI :As. The former is in good agreement with the experimental data (Eb50.232
eV! whereas the latter is offered as a prediction. No clear Jahn-Teller symmetry lowering (Td→C3v) distor-
tion, suggested by the one-electron configuration, is found for GaNI :P1 and GaNI :As1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In most semiconductors,isovalent impurities do not in-
duce deep defect energy levels in the band gap. For exam
substitution of Si in Ge or Ge in Si, or any cross substitut
between AlX/GaX/InX ~whereX5P, As, Sb!, does not pro-
duce deep gap levels. Instead, the band edges are disp
as a whole as the composition of an isovalent impurity s
cies is increased.1 Recently, however, an exception to th
rule was predicted for III-V compounds: It was shown, v
pseudopotential calculations,2–4 that substitutional P and A
in GaN ~denoted GaNI :P and GaNI :As, respectively! have
deep single-particle energy levels atev10.61 eV andev
10.75 eV, respectively, whereev denotes the valence ban
maximum. This behavior is analogous with II-VI compoun
where the isovalent impurities CdSI :Te,5–9 and ZnSI :Te,10,11,7

are known to inducedeepgap states.
The origin of the deep gap levels is the considerable m

match in size and orbital energies between the substit
isovalent species. The size mismatch leads to large la
relaxation and consequently to the localization of the el
tronic wave functions.2–4 The localization has dramatic e
fects on the electronic properties of the system as a func
of impurity concentration: while in conventional alloys th
band gap changes continuously and smoothly as the ‘‘im
rity’’ ~5alloy! compositionx is increased, in the presence
localized isovalent gap states, even small impurity conc
trations are capable of inducing discontinuous changes in
size of the effective band gap. At the dilute limitx!1, op-
tical transition energies are predicted to be ‘‘pinned’’ at t
impurity level inside the band gap~e.g., conduction band-to
impurity transitions!. For larger concentrations the impurit
level broadens. This was exemplified by the experimen
detection of anomalously large (;20 eV! optical bowing
coefficients in the case of GaAs12xNx alloys.12,13Recent the-
oretical studies have indeed shown that the origin of t
behavior is the wave function localization at impurity latti
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~3!/1367~7!/$15.00
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sites, which leads to discontinuities in the band gap beha
in the dilute impurity limit in GaAs12xNx .14–16,2–4

The previous theoretical studies2–4 used an empirical
pseudopotential method~EPM!. The purpose of this paper i
to study theoretically in more detail the isovalent impuriti
GaNI :As and GaNI :P, and the associated luminescence tran
tions observed in Refs. 17–19, using first-principles el
tronic structure techniques. The experimental studies17–19for
P ~As! implanted GaN samples revealed PL lines at;2.9
(;2.6) eV. In the absence of relaxation, this energy wo
correspond to the position of the impurity-induced level
ev10.6 (ev10.9) eV above the valence band maximu
However, Jadwisienczak and Lozykowski19 have determined
the zero-phonon line to reside at 3.2709 eV in the case
GaNI :P, so therelaxed position is atev10.232 eV, rather
than the valueev10.6 eV obtained from photoluminescenc
~PL!. In our computational approach we use the se
consistent plane-wave pseudopotential method20 based on
density-functional theory~DFT! ~Ref. 21! in the local-
density approximation~LDA !.22,23The computational details
are described in Sec. III A below.

Our results can be summarized as follows:~i! The LDA
calculations verify the deep character of isolated As an
impurities in GaN leading to the appearance of triply deg
erate t2 levels in the band gap. We find good qualitativ
agreement in the position of the single-particle impurity le
els between empirical and first-principles pseudopotential
sults. ~ii ! Evaluation of the zero-phonon line and excito
binding energy requires self-consistent total energy and
laxation calculations that are impossible with the empiri
pseudopotential method. We use for this purpose the L
method, and find the exciton binding energy for GaNI :P at
Eb5ev10.22 eV, in excellent agreement with the recent e
perimental photoluminescence data (Eb5ev10.232 eV!.19

~iii ! Although the one-electron configuration of the positive
charged defects~GaNI :P1 and GaNI :As1) suggests the possi
bility of a Jahn-Teller distortion, LDA total energy calcula
1367 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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1368 PRB 58T. MATTILA AND ALEX ZUNGER
tions do not predict that these symmetry lowering relaxati
(Td→C3v) are energy lowering.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
PROCESS VIA TOTAL ENERGIES

Our purpose is to calculate the binding energy of
impurity-bound exciton. Given the type of experimental da
that are available,17–19we first discuss the microscopic inte
pretation of the measured transitions, so as to establish w
needs to be calculated. Figure 1 illustrates schematically
states involved in the photoluminescence processes as
ated with deep centers. We depict total energies as a func
of the atomic positions in the system described by a confi
ration coordinateQ. The lowest stateE@VnDmC0# depicts
the equilibrium ground state of the neutral defect with fu
occupied valence (n electrons! and defect (m electrons! lev-
els and with an empty conduction band. Consider now
following five-step process:

~i! Upon excitation with above-band-gap energy photo
an electron is removed from a valence band state or the
purity level to the conduction band. The energy cost of t
process is depicted in Fig. 1 byEabs.

~ii ! In the second stage, if the electron was excited fr
the valence band, the hole left behind in the valence b
lowers its energy by relaxing into the defect level. At th
point the system is in the excited configuration, denoted
E@VnDm21C1# ~upper parabola!, corresponding to the elec
tron in the conduction band bound to the positively charg
m21 electron defect~‘‘impurity-bound exciton’’!.

~iii ! After the vertical electronic transition into this ex
cited state the system relaxes via phonon emission.
Franck-Condon shift in energy associated with this proc
in the charged (m21 electrons! defect is denoted in Fig. 1
by EFC

m21 .

FIG. 1. Schematic configuration coordinate diagram of the
minescence transitions associated with the isovalent impuritie
GaN.
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~iv! In the relaxed excited state the system has a fin
probability to make a radiative transition to the ground sta
which results in the PL emission with energyEPL .

~v! Since the electronic transition is much faster than
ionic response to it, the true ground state is reached o
after phonon emission (EFC

m ). The transition energy assoc
ated with the luminescence process withno phonon emission
is called the zero-phonon line (EZPL).

The energyEZPL of the zero-phonon line can be thoug
of as an electronic transition where the ionic configurat
can follow the electronic transition adiabatically. Therefo
EZPL can be determined as~Fig. 1!

EZPL5E@VnDm21C1#2E@VnDmC0#, ~1!

where the total energies correspond to equilibrium confi
rations, i.e., minima of the two parabola in Fig. 1. We furth
define the exciton binding energy as6

Eb5Egap2EZPL , ~2!

whereEgap denotes the band gap energy. We will use E
~1! and ~2! to calculate the binding energy of the impurity
bound exciton.

The Franck-Condon energyEFC
m can be calculated as

EFC
m 5EZPL2EPL . ~3!

If we defineEq8
q to be the total energy of the defect sy

tem in charge stateq with atomic configuration fixed at the
fully relaxed structure for charge stateq8, we can express the
Franck-Condon shifts alternatively asEFC

m 5E1
0 2E0

0 and
EFC

m215E0
12E1

1 .

III. METHOD OF CALCULATION

A. LDA total energies

Our self-consistent plane-wave pseudopotential metho
based on DFT applying LDA for the exchange-correlati
term as parametrized by Perdew and Zunger.23 In order to
treat efficiently the localized nitrogen 2p orbitals using a
plane-wave basis, an ultrasoft pseudopotential is used
nitrogen.24 For Ga, As, and P we use standard nor
conserving pseudopotentials25 with the nonlinear core-
valence exchange-correlation scheme26 and treats as the lo-
cal component. With this choice of pseudopotentials,
applied 25 Ry kinetic-energy cutoff guarantees an excel
convergence with respect to the plane-wave basis. The e
tronic structure optimization is done using damped seco
order dynamics27 combined with the Williams-Soler28 algo-
rithm. All the calculations based on the LDA method ha
been performed with a supercell containing 64 atomic s
in the zinc-blende structure. To ensure an adequate Brillo
zone sampling we use a 23232 k-point mesh29 ~four
k points in the case of no assumptions of symmetry!. The
atomic relaxation was performed assuming no symme
constraints, and the initial atomic positions were randomiz
with a maximum cartesian amplitude of 0.25 a.u. in order
break metastable symmetries which may prevent the sys
from reaching the true ground-state geometry. Several
pects in the LDA method need special attention in order
obtain theEZPL andEb and are addressed below.

-
in
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PRB 58 1369DEEP ELECTRONIC GAP LEVELS INDUCED BY . . .
B. Avoiding the LDA band gap error in calculating
the exciton binding energy

The band gaps in LDA calculations are typical
underestimated.30 Thus, occupation of the lowest LDA con
duction band in calculating the total energy of the exci
stateE@VnDm21C1# @Eq. ~1!# can lead to errors. We circum
vent this problem by transferring the electron removed fr
the defect level to a uniform jellium background whose e
ergy is themeasuredgap, rather than to the LDA conductio
band (C1) ~in fact, the supercell has to be neutral in order
avoid spurious interactions between the periodic imag!.
Due to the expected extended character of the electron w
function in the conduction band bound to the hole at
impurity site, we believe that this approximation has lit
effect on the actual atomic geometry in the excited confi
ration. Using the total energy values of the fully relax
configurations we can calculate the zero-phonon line as

EZPL5$egap1E@VnDm21J1#%2E@VnDmJ0#, ~4!

where we use theexperimentalband gap value foregap to
avoid the LDA error, andJ1 denotes an electron in jellium
Using the definition for the exciton binding energy in Eq.~2!
we find

Eb5E@VnDmJ0#2E@VnDm21J1#. ~5!

Our next step is to build the connection between the th
mal ionization levels andEb . We write the total energy o
defect in charge stateq with respect to the total energy of th
neutral defect as31

Etot
q 5E@VnDm2qJq#2E@VnDmJ0#1q~ev1eF!, ~6!

where we have adopted the common practice to measure
electron Fermi energyeF with respect to the valence ban
maximumev . The ionization levelse(q,q8) are defined as
the values ofeF when the total energies of two charge sta
become equal. In particular, writing the total energies@using
Eq. ~6!# for the neutral and singly positive charge states,
~1/0! ionization level is given by

e~1/0!5E@VnDmJ0#2E@VnDm21J1#. ~7!

Thus, comparing Eqs.~5! and ~7! we can identifyEb as the
position of the single-donore(1/0) ionization level mea-
sured with respect to valence band maximumev .

C. Determination of the energy of the valence band maximum
in an impurity-containing supercell

In calculations with finite and small supercell size o
needs to know how to calculateev , the energy of an electron
at the valence band maximum~VBM !. A widely applied
practice in defect calculations is to assignev to the single-
particle VBM eigenvalue~at G in GaN!. However, the cal-
culated eigenvalue in the small defect-containing super
eVBM, D(G) may deviate considerably from the anticipat
value in the defect-containing infinite solid, since the def
can induce a significant distortion to the band structu
Therefore, we estimateeVBM, D(G) based on the eigenvalu
eVBM, H(G) obtained from pure bulk host (H) crystal, cor-
rected by the difference in the average potentialV̄D in a
d
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-
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s

e
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t
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bulklike region of the defect-containing supercell and t
same average potential in the defect-free supercellV̄H ,32–34

ev5eVBM, D~G!5eVBM, H~G!1~V̄D2V̄H!. ~8!

This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2. The average poten
is defined as the average of the screened local pote
(VH1Vxc1Vps

loc). The small nonlocal component ofVps is
excluded from our estimate. In the case of our 64 atom
percell the best choice for the averaging region was foun
be the one of the four tetrahedral interstitial sites farth
from the defect. EachV̄ was calculated by averaging over
33333 grid ~27 points in the Fourier grid of total size 5
354354). The interstitial region was found to be an optim
choice for the averaging since the effective potential beha
smoothly in this region and therefore small differences in
atomic positions between the relaxed and ideal bulk sup
cell have a negligible effect on the average value, in cont
to averaging at an atomic site with fast varying effecti
potential. The same effective potential alignment is also
plied for all the presented single-partice eigenvalues bel
The magnitude of the alignmentV̄D2V̄H for each defect is
shown in Table I.

D. Correcting the error of replacing a total energy difference
by an LDA eigenvalue

A question that still remains to be addressed forev is
whether the single-particle eigenvalueeVBM, D(G) of Eq. ~8!
gives a good estimate for thetotal energy change corre
sponding to transferring an electron from VBM to the res

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the average effective poten
alignment of the single-particle levels between bulk and defect

percells.V̄D denotes the average effective potential in the bulkl

region in the defect supercell andV̄H denotes the same quantit
calculated in the same region in the bulk supercell of the same s
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1370 PRB 58T. MATTILA AND ALEX ZUNGER
voir formed by the uniform background charge~jellium!. For
this purpose, we can defineev alternatively as

ev~N→`!5Ebulk@VnJ0#2Ebulk@Vn21J1#, ~9!

which becomes an exact formulation forev at the limit of an
infinitely large supercell, where the effect of the neutralizi
background charge vanishes. We define the error mad
replacing the total energy difference by an eigenvalue as

dk5Ebulk@VnJ0#2Ebulk@Vn21J1#2eVBM, H~k!. ~10!

Here k corresponds to thek point used for Brillouin-zone
integration@in the case of 64 atom zinc-blende bulk superc
the 23232 Monkhorst-Pack grid reduces to a single spec

k point (1
4 , 1

4 , 1
4 )#. In our case of a 64 atom GaN supercell, w

find dk520.018 eV. We use this value obtained at the s
cial k point as an estimate for thedk at G in the defect
supercell. This value is relatively small suggesting only
minor effect forev in GaN. However, recent calculations
CuInSe2 ~Ref. 35! suggest thatdk may experience much
larger values in other materials.

Thus, combining Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and~10!, the valence band
maximum energy becomes

ev5eVBM, H~G!1~V̄D2V̄H!1dk , ~11!

which concludes our analysis of estimatingev in finite-size
supercells.

IV. ELECTRONIC AND ATOMIC STRUCTURE OF GaN O :P
AND GaNO :As

A. Atomic geometries

We discuss impurity-induced atomic relaxation by cons
ering the ratio

TABLE I. The magnitudes of effective potential alignment@see
Eq. ~8!# for the studied defects.

Defect V̄D2V̄H

PN
0 0.09

PN
1 0.14

PN
11 0.19

AsN
0 0.11

AsN
1 0.17

AsN
11 0.22
by

ll
l

-

a

-

d~ i ![RGa–X
~ i ! /RGa–N

0 , ~12!

whereRGa–X
( i ) denotesi th bond length (i 51,2,3,4) between

the impurity X and the nearest-neighbor Ga atoms in t
GaNI :X system, andRGa-N

0 is the corresponding quantity in
the pure GaN host, where all four bonds are equivalent
positive ratio d( i ) implies outward relaxation. Symmetry
conserving relaxation means that thed( i ) are equal for alli .
Results for neutral defects are shown in Table II. For co
parison, the values based on the valence force-field me
~VFF! applied in Ref. 2 are also given.

Based on the larger covalent radii for P and As than for
an outward relaxation of the four neighboring Ga is e
pected. The values in Table II indeed confirm this expec
tion. We find a;13% relaxation for GaNI :P and;15% for
GaNI :As, respectively. The relaxation in the neutral char
state with complete shellt6 is found to conserve the tetrahe
dral symmetry. It is slightly larger for As than for P, consi
tent with the larger atomic size. The values obtained with
LDA and VFF methods are in good agreement with ea
other. To estimate the convergence in relaxation with resp
to supercell size, we have also performed the VFF calcu
tions with both 64 and 512 atom supercells. The minor d
ferences found between 64 and 512 atom cells verifies th
64 atom supercell is realistic for the study ofisolatedpoint
defects.

We also give in Table II the ratioRGa–X
( i ) /RGa–X

0 normal-
ized to the bond lengthRGa–X

0 in the ‘‘complementary
solid.’’ This shows to what extent the relaxation of th
GaNI :X system produces bond lengths that are similar to
pure GaX host crystal. We see that the local structure arou
the impurity leads to bond lengths that are slightlyshorter
than theideal Ga-X bond length. This was predicted by Ma
tins and Zunger.36 For P ~As! impurities this ratio reveals
about seven~eight! percent shorter bonds than in the GaX
bulk.

The geometry ofchargedGaNI :P1 and GaNI :As1 is an
interesting subject, since the electronic configuration is i
electronic with VZn

2 in ZnSe. The experimental results b
Watkins37 have shown thatVZn

2 in ZnSe undergoes a signifi
cant Jahn-Teller symmetry lowering atomic distortion38 in-
duced by the localization of the hole wave function on one
the nearest Se neighbors. The model proposed by Watk37

suggests that this is due to breakdown of the triply degen
atet2

6 level intoe4 anda1
1 levels. The associated Jahn-Tell

relaxation energy is estimated to be 0.35 eV.37 Surprisingly,
nd

heoretical
ns the
cell
TABLE II. The ratio RGa–X
( i ) / RGa–N

0 @Eq. ~12!# between the Ga-to-impurity (X5P,As) nearest-neighbor bond length and the Ga-N bo
length in pure bulk GaN. The ratioRGa–X

( i ) / RGa–X
0 is also given to allow comparison with the bond length in bulk GaX. The results

correspond toneutral defects as calculated by the self-consistent plane-wave pseudopotential method~LDA ! and by the valence force-field
method~VFF!. In all cases tetrahedral symmetry is found to be conserved, i.e., the four nearest-neighbor bonds are equivalent. T
values forRGa–N

0 are used: in the VFF method the bulk bond length is identical to the experimental value, but in the LDA calculatio
bond length deviates from the experimental value due to overbinding in LDA~Ref. 30!. The numbers in the parentheses refer to the super
size.

LDA ~64! VFF ~64! VFF ~512!

RGa–X / RGa–N
0 RGa–X / RGa–X

0 RGa–X / RGa–N
0 RGa–X / RGa–X

0 RGa–X / RGa–N
0 RGa–X / RGa–X

0

GaNI :P 1.132 0.930 1.127 0.932 1.131 0.936
GaNI :As 1.155 0.914 1.145 0.913 1.151 0.918
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PRB 58 1371DEEP ELECTRONIC GAP LEVELS INDUCED BY . . .
LDA calculations forVZn
2 in ZnSe~Ref. 39! fail to reproduce

the experimentally observed large Jahn-Teller relaxation
We have thus searched for a Jahn-Teller distortion

GaNI :P1 and GaNI :As1. First, we created a starting geomet
corresponding to the zinc-blende structure with slight~maxi-
mum cartesian amplitude 0.25 a.u.! random displacements o
all atoms. This was done in order to break possible me
stable symmetric configurations. Then we let all atoms m
according to the calculated quantum mechanical for
~without any symmetry constraints! until the total energy
minimum was reached. The resulting bond lengths are sh
in Table III. We observe a roughly one percent increase
the outward relaxation of the neighboring Ga atoms co
pared with the neutral charge state. Furthermore, a sl
symmetry lowering relaxation (i -dependentd( i )) is detected,
which, however, cannot be decomposed into Jahn-Teller
tortion exhibitingC3v symmetry. We then made tests wi
other starting geometries, where the impurity atom was
placed along the positive or negative@111# direction by vari-
ous amounts up to half the ideal nearest-neighbor dista
No randomization of the atomic positions was perform
After full atomic relaxation the system did not maintain t
C3v symmetry, but the results revealed structures simila
those presented in Table III. These configurations were
ergetically degenerate~within 1 meV from the configuration
in Table III!, but exhibited slightly differing bond length
from values in Table III with a deviation amplitude of abo
0.5 percent. We also studied the Jahn-Teller geometry
VZn

2 in ZnSe proposed by Watkins37 by moving As or P
impurity along the positive or negative@111# directions
~keeping all other atoms at their ideal positions!. However, in
both directions the total energy as well as the defect orb
energies of the split levels movedup upon displacemen
from the tetrahedral geometry. We thus conclude that
GaNI :P1 and GaNI :As1 LDA gives no Jahn-Teller distortion
with C3v symmetry.

For the doubly positive charge states the outward re
ation of the neighboring Ga atoms further increases by;1%
~Table III!. All bonds have unequal length, i.e., similar to th
singly positive charge state the configuration lacks any c
symmetry.

B. Defect energy levels and wave functions

Accompanied by the large outward relaxation of the
atoms surrounding the P and As impurities we detect

TABLE III. The ratio d( i )5RGa–X
( i ) / RGa–N

0 @Eq. ~12!# between
the Ga-X (X5P,As)and the Ga-N bond length in bulk GaN for th
singly and doubly positivecharge states as calculated by the se
consistent plane-wave pseudopotential method~LDA !.

Defect d(1) d(2) d(3) d(4)

GaNI :P0 1.132 1.132 1.132 1.132
GaNI :P1 1.147 1.150 1.146 1.144

GaNI :P11 1.159 1.165 1.157 1.152

GaNI :As0 1.155 1.155 1.155 1.155
GaNI :As1 1.171 1.178 1.173 1.168

GaNI :As11 1.185 1.200 1.187 1.179
n
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appearance of adeep impurity level in the band gap. The
positions of the single-particle levels are shown in Fig.
The results reveal that the neutral impurity-induced de
level is threefold degenerate consisting ofp-like orbitals.
Figure 4 shows the electronic density~wave function
squared! of the threefold degenerate level for the neut
GaNI :As. The wave function can be seen to be primar
localized on the impurity site, with a minor contribution ne
the next-nearest-neighbor nitrogen atoms. The LDA sing
particle levels for the neutral charge state are in qualita
agreement with the ones given by EPM:2–4 the position of
the P ~As! derived level in the neutral charge state in t
LDA calculations isev10.37 (ev10.60) eV while the EPM
results are slightly higher atev10.61 (ev10.75) eV. We
note that the band gap found in the LDA calculations w
2.67 eV,30 while in the empirical pseudopotential method t
pseudopotentials were fitted to reproduce the experime
band gap~3.3 eV!. To see the effect that the different ban
gaps can have on the position of the defect level we analy
the character of the deep impurity states by projection
valence and conduction band states of the pure h

-

FIG. 3. The single-particle levels for P and As impurities
GaN in the neutral and singly positive charge states as obtaine
the LDA calculations. The positions of the single-particle levels
given with respect to the valence band maximumev derived for
each case according to the alignment based on the average effe
potential described in Eq.~8!.

FIG. 4. The wave function squared associated with the deep
impurity-induced level in GaN. The densities of the three degen
ate levels are added together before drawing the isosurface a
density 0.025e/Bohr3.
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1372 PRB 58T. MATTILA AND ALEX ZUNGER
material.40 The results showed that the deep states posse
very dominantly a valence band character with very lit
overlap with the conduction band states. This suggests
the positions~with respect toev) of the single-particle levels
found in our LDA calculations are little affected by the a
tual underestimate in the band gap value, and thus this b
gap underestimation is not the principal factor in the diff
ence between LDA and EPM results.

Turning to the charged defects, we find a minor splitti
~a few meV! in the threefold degenerate level in the sing
positive charge state, where an electron is removed from
defect level~Fig. 3!. Furthermore, the single-particle leve
move closer to the valence band edge as the occupanc
the level is reduced, reflecting a diminished interelectro
Coulomb repulsion.

C. Transition energies: theory and experiment

Figure 5 illustrates the total energies of GaNI :P and
GaNI :As defects in various charge states as a function of
Fermi-level position@Eq. ~6!#. The ionization levels, i.e., the
Fermi-level values where the total energies of two cha
states become equal@e.g., Eq.~7!#, are shown as solid dots
For both defects we find the neutral, and singly and dou
positive charge states. The donor levels are found at

FIG. 5. Total energies of~a! GaNI :P and~b! GaNI :As defect in
0,1, and 11 charge states as a function of the electron Fe
energy. The ionization levels are depicted with solid dots.
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e~1/0!5ev10.22 ~GaNI :P!,

e~1/0!5ev10.41 ~GaNI :As!,
~13!

e~11/1 !5ev10.09 ~GaNI :P!,

e~11/1 !5ev10.24 ~GaNI :As!.

The recent photoluminescence experiments for
implanted GaN by Jadwisienczak and Lozykowski19 give the
PL line atEPL52.917 eV, in good agreement with the resu
by Pankove and Hutchby17 and Metcalfeet al.18 Jadwisienc-
zak and Lozykowski19 have further determined the zero
phonon line to be atEZPL53.2709 eV. The exciton binding
energy according to Eq.~2! is thusEb5Egap2EZPL50.232
eV, assumingEgap53.503 eV as the band gap in their wurt
ite samples. According to Eqs.~5! and ~7! we can identify
the ~1/0! ionization energy in our calculations asEb . There-
fore our resultEb50.22 eV@Eq. ~13!# is in excellent agree-
ment with the experimental valueEb50.232 eV.

The calculated values for the Franck-Condon shifts
shown in Table IV. Comparison ofEFC

m in the case of GaNI :P
to the experimental shift between the PL and ZPL~0.35 eV!
shows that the calculated values are considerably smaller
the other hand, the small Franck-Condon shifts are consis
with the relatively small atomic relaxation differences b
tween the neutral and positive charge states describe
Table III.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The self-consistent plane-wave pseudopotential calc
tions verify the exceptional behavior of isovalent P and
impurities in GaN: both substitutional impurities are found
induce deep levels in the band gap in contrast with all ot
conventional III-V systems. The defect levels are triply d
generatet2-like orbitals primarily localized at the substitu
tional atom. The calculated total energies are used to e
mate zero-phonon line and impurity-bound exciton bindi
energies associated with the photoluminescence meas
ments. The calculated exciton binding energyEb50.22 eV
for GaNI :P is in excellent agreement with the available e
perimental dataEb50.232 eV.
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TABLE IV. The calculated Franck-Condon shifts for P and A
impurities in GaN given by the LDA method.

Defect EFC
m ~eV! EFC

m21 ~eV!

PN 0.08 0.06
AsN 0.11 0.09
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